
BE-GE 8018 is a mechanical suspended seat especially

designed for reach trucks or similar vehicles with limited 

cab space, which is built to be driven on smooth floors.

By placing the suspension unit behind the seat’s back-

rest, the built in height becomes very low but without 

decreasing the seats comfort. The seat has simple and 

ergonomically placed controls for weight adjustment, 

back adjustment and length adjustment.

Be-Ge 8018 is available with both low and high 

backrest, the high version is with advantage 

used in combination with headrest for even 

more increased comfort during long working 

phases and is already as standard equipped with 

adjustable lumbar support.

Standards:

IT 1

EN 13490

FMVSS 302, ISO 3795, 76/115/EEC

BE-GE 8018



BE-GE 8018

BE-GE 8018 is a mechanical suspended seat with the

suspension unit placed behind the backrest and 50 mm 

suspension.

Weight adjustment is made via the front of the seat

and can be adjusted between 45-130 kg.

Options:

The seats can be equipped with 24/48V electrical 

heating, 2-point safety belt and armrests. The low 

back can be equipped with manual operated air con-

trolled lumbar support which is standard in the high

back which also has headrest as an option.
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Manual operated air control-
led lumbar support (Stan-
dard in high backrest, option 
for low backrest)

Length adjustment 200 mm

Micro switch

Weight adjustment 45-130kg

Headrest (Option, only for 
high backrest)

Armrest (Option)

Tiltning of the seat cushion in four 
steps from 5° - 12° (Only 8018 A)

Adjustment of backrest five 
steps between 4° - 21°
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Suspension

Stepless
40°

8018 has a 5 ° fixed tilt
8018 A can be tilted 
in four positions
from 5 ° to 12 °.

8018 has a 5 ° fixed tilt
8018 A can be tilted 
in four positions
from 5 ° to 12 °.
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